
 

 

Managua, May 12, 2015 

Instructor: Marcia   

Report 

Shoe holder Workshop: 

The workshop starts with 5 participants, with the objective of fortifying the Learning centers leaders 
knowledge, so they can reproduce it in different places. The first thing the instructor taught was how to cut the 
patterns, and then cut the pieces already drawn in the fabric. The next thing that the instructor does is sew the 
border in each piece at the front and then till finish the indicating sewing.  

 

Drawing the patterns  Fabric ready to be cut.  

The participants had the following comments: 

Noemí: I like this workshop; it is very interesting and useful for women. I will promote the sale of these shoe 
holders. I congratulate the organization for helping the women.  

          

Noemi and Isabel                                                         Instructor: Marcia   



                

Instructions to stick the border into the pieces that are part of the shoe holder. 

        

 Josefina                                                        Victoria and Isabel 

Victoria: I come from Barrio Juan Emilio Menocal, where I am better known as Viky. The class was amazing, big 
opportunity. I have always thought we are weak, but this way we get to have financial benefits in order to buy 
house supplies. I am very excited and I want to keep learning.  

Isabel: Excited about making its own shoe holder, because it is an instrument to organize everybody’s shoes at 
home.  



                

      Miriam                             Finished Products                                             Victoria  

 

Marcia:  it is the first time in my life that I perform as an instructor; I always support the projects and my 
partners. I felt very motivated by my 5 students and felt like family to me.  I am happy and proud about my 
students, who learned very well the class. I am ready to keep teaching in other opportunity.  

It’s worth to mention that the materials used in this workshop such as:  upholstery fabric, random fabric, 
thread, paper and patterns were sent by Wisconsin volunteers, with the humanitarian program that is received 
at the WNP office to support most of the projects.  

 

Made by: Leonor / WNP Volunteer  

Translated by:  Lilliam / WNP Volunteer and intern  

May 20, 2015. 


